
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

COMPENSATION 

PLAN 2022 

 

 

 
Valid for: USA, Canada, Africa, Asia & the Caribbean.  

This compensation Plan was updated on January 2022  

and may be changed or canceled without previous notice. 



WE WANT TO WELCOME YOU TO ARDYSSLIFE! 
 
 
 

It’s exciting for us to let you know that our products have 

generated thousands of testimonials throughout the world. 

But we have also created a compensation plan which rewards 

those who share our products with people. Take the time to 

learn through this document and start earning money by using 

and sharing the products. 
 
 
 

Lots of Success! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ARDYSS DISTRIBUTORS FOCUS ON TWO THINGS: 

 

Building customer groups that use our products and 

Developing teams of ArdyssLife Distributors. 
 
 

 



Online Sales: 

  

As a part of your affiliation with ArdyssLife, you will receive a website (online store) to 

retail your products. The profits generated by this activity will be paid on monthly 

basis,  according to the type of payment you have chosen in the company.  

 

The Qualification Points generated by these sales will count as Personal Qualification 

Points under your ArdyssLife Distributor ID Number. This may help you complete your 

minimum purchase required to collect commissions. Earnings from online sales are 

35% over the Retail Price. 

Our work system is designed so anyone can do it! 
 
 

ArdyssLife Compensation Plan is designed to fairly reward those people who decide to work 

our system seriously and constantly. 

  

Each new ArdyssLife Distributor has the option of generating 2 types of earnings. 

  

1. The income produced from selling the products  

2. Residual income from teaching others to also use and sell the products. 

  

In the following document, you will find our 11 ways to make money.  

 

To facilitate the learning process, we have divided them into 3 concepts: Quick Earnings, 

Residual Income, and Goals Earnings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCEPT # 1 - QUICK WAYS TO MAKE MONEY 

1. Retail Sale 

When registering as an ArdyssLife Independent Distributor, you get the opportunity to purchase 

your products with a 40% discount or more. Sell the products at Retail Price and generate quick 

and daily earnings! 
 
 
 

 



2. Recruiting New ArdyssLife Distributors Bonus. 
 

Each time you affiliate a new member to the ArdyssLife Family, you will receive a one-time compensation 
for doing so. This bonus is related to the initial registration pack. 

Power Pack & Express Pack Bonus 

Each time you affiliate a new Distributor in ArdyssLife with a $300 Power Pack business pack, you will 
receive $50 in earnings for each. If you affiliate them with the $100 Express Pack, you will receive a 
$20 bonus for each one. 

Multiplier Bonus 

Each time you affiliate three New ArdyssLife Distributors during the same month with a $300 Power 
Pack, instead of receiving $50 for each, Ardyss will double the payout. You will receive $100 for each, 
for a total of $300 for all three enrollments. 

Express Bonus for Affiliating Membership or Brand Partners 

Every time you affiliate a new ArdyssLife Distributor with a $50 Membership or a Brand Partner Membership, you 
will receive 30% of the Value Points (VP) from their first order. 

 

CONCEPT # 2 RESIDUAL INCOME 

  3. Unilevel Bonus 

Whenever any of the people affiliated in your ArdyssLife organization buys products to the 

company, you will earn 5% of the Value Points of each order. Depending on your rank in the 

company, you can collect up to 8 levels in depth of your organization (see chart). These 

bonuses are paid monthly. 

Compression: 

Every time someone in your network does not generate a purchase in a particular month, the 

system compresses the network automatically to benefit you by charging the largest number of 

levels to which you are entitled. 

 
 

Rank Advisor Coordinator Supervisor Manager Director President Executive Diamond Platinum 

PQP 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

GQP  700 2,000 6,000 18,000 40,000 100,000 200,000 300,000 
50% 
Rule  

        

Level 1 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Level 2  5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Level 3   5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Level 4    5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Level 5     5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Level 6      5% 5% 5% 5% 

Level 7       5% 5% 5% 

Level 8        5% 5% 

 
Rules: 

• Make the minimum purchase of the month (100 Personal Points) 

• Comply with the 50% rule 



 
 

Ardyss Prime (5% Complementary) 

 

If you program your Recurring Order with at least 100 Qualifying Points (QP) on Nutritional Products, 

you automatically enter to the Ardyss Prime membership group. If so, ArdyssLife will pay you an 

additional 5% of the Value Points (PV) of each person you have affiliated directly and who is also a 

member of the Ardyss Prime group, that is, who has also programmed their Recurring Order with 100 

Qualification Points (QP) or more. 

 

4. Generational Bonus 
 

Once you qualify as a Manager with 10,000 Group Qualification Points (GQP), you will earn the right to 

earn 4% of the total value points of your entire organization to infinite. This can be interrupted when 

someone in your organization achieves this same level. Now, when this happens, you can continue 

earning now 3% of this new Manager, as long as you rank up to Director and 4% of all other orders 

outside said, Managers. These bonuses are paid monthly. 

 

GENERATIONAL BONUS 

GENERATIONS MANAGER B DIRECTOR PRESIDENT EXECUTIVE DIAMOND PLATINUM 

GQP 10,000 18,000 40,000 100,000 200,000 300,000 

1 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 

2  3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 

3   3% 3% 3% 3% 

4    2% 2% 2% 

5     1% 1% 

 
 

5. Rank bonus 
 

We recognize the effort made by our Distributors to maintain and overcome their rank within their careers 

at ArdyssLife. Every time a Distributor reaches or maintains their rank within ArdyssLife they will receive 

monthly compensation for achieving it. This amount of money is: 

 

RANK BONUS 

RANK  GQP  MONTHLY BONUS 

Supervisor 2,000 $200  

Manager A 6,000 $350  

Manager B 10,000 $350  

Director 18,000 $500  

President 40,000 $700  

Executive 100,000 $1,000  

Diamond 200,000 $1,500  

Platinum 300,000 $2,000  

         Rules: 

• Make the minimum purchase required (100 personal points). 

• Comply with the 50% rule. 

• By achieving the volume of the chart, you will immediately earn the bonus of the rank. 

• You must maintain or exceed your rank month by month to continue earning this bonus. If you fall a rank, 
you'll collect half the bonus you fell to. If you fall 2 or more ranks you will not earn this bonus in the month. 

 
 



 
Automatic Rank Adjustment 

To prevent you from missing this bonus when you rank down for several months, the system will 

automatically adjust your rank after 3 months. It is important that during this time you make your 

monthly purchase of 100 Qualification Points in each month, and have at least 2 affiliations with Power 

Pack or Express Pack during that same period. 

 

6.- Car Bonus 

 
In addition to the Rank bonus mentioned above, ArdyssLife adds a similar chart for you to get additional 

bonuses and pay for your car month by month. According to the volume of points reached with the 50% 

rule, the company will pay you the following amounts monthly. 
 
 

CAR BONUS 

LEVEL GQP MONTHLY BONUS 

Basic 4,000 $100 

Classic 8,000 $200 

Classic Plus 12,000 $300 

Modern 30,000 $400 

Elegant 70,000 $500 

Luxury 150,000 $600 

Luxury Plus 250,000 $700 

Exotic 350,000+ $800 

 

Rules: 
 

• Make the minimum purchase of the month (100 personal points) 

• Comply with the 50% rule 

• By achieving the volume in the chart, you will immediately earn the car bonus. 

 
CONCEPT # 3 BONUSES BY GOALS 

7.- Power Start  
 

The Power Start is a successful program with 36 goals, and every time you reach them, you collect 

lucrative bonuses that can make you earn half of a million dollars. But that's not all. Every time one of 

your downlines (in your first three levels) reaches their goal, you will collect up to 33% of what they 

earned. 

 

You must achieve two goals month by month simultaneously: 

1. Accumulate Group Qualification Points with the 40% rule (you must build at least three teams in a balanced 

way). 

2. Have the number of active distributors with at least 100 PQP, enrolled and sponsored by you. 

 

For example, once you reach 800 Group Points with the 40% rule and three active distributors enrolled and 

sponsored by you with at least 100 PQP, the company will pay you a single bonus of $50.  

 

Let's say that next month you managed to reach 2,000 Group Points and four active direct distributors. The 

company will now pay you $100.  

 

These bonuses are unique and are paid only once in your Ardyss Career, and you can collect up to 4 Power 

Start levels in a single month. (Collect any additional advancements any month, when reaching the same 

volume again.)



8.- Power Start Matching Bonus: 
 

ArdyssLife will additionally match you 33% what your downlines (in your first three levels) do on their own 

Power Start Chart.  

 

For example, if you have 3 people in your first level who earned the $150 bonus, the company will pay 

you 33% of each ($50) for a total of $150.  

You also have 3 people in your second tier who earned the $100 bonus. the company will pay you 33% 

of each ($33) for a total of $100.  

And in your third level you have three other people who earned the $50 bonus. the company will pay you 

33% of each ($16.5) for a total of $50.  

 

 

In order for you to collect this bonus, you must be registered as a 300 points Distributor or Brand Partner 

($50 affiliations or with the $100 Express Pack do not participate in this Program).  To collect this bonus, 

you must make your minimum monthly purchase of 100 PQPs. The Matching Bonus only will be paid if 

your Downline has your own level in the Power Start chart or less, and you match at least the number of 

active members requested in the qualified level.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Rules: 

 

• Make your minimum purchase of the 

month (100 Personal Points). 

 

• Be registered with the Power Pack. 
 

• Comply with the requested volume in 

the table with the 40% rule. 

 

• Maintain 3 to 12 people affiliated 

directly by you, and placed in your first 

level with at least 50 PQPs (see chart) 

 

• You can collect up to 4 Power Start 

levels in a single month. (Collect any 

additional advancements any month, when 

reaching the same volume again.) 

 

• The Matching Bonus only will be paid 

if your Downline has your own level in 

the Power Start chart or less. 

 

• Match at least the amount of active 

members downline has in the qualified 

level. 

LEVEL GQP40% ACTIVE 1 2 3

1 800 3 50$                    17$            17$            17$            

2 2,000 4 100$                 33$            33$            33$            

3 3,500 5 150$                 50$            50$            50$            

4 5,000 6 200$                 66$            66$            66$            

5 6,500 7 250$                 83$            83$            83$            

6 8,000 8 300$                 99$            99$            99$            

7 10,000 9 350$                 116$          116$          116$          

8 14,000 10 500$                 165$          165$          165$          

9 18,000 11 700$                 231$          231$          231$          

10 24,000 12 900$                 297$          297$          297$          

11 30,000 12 1,300$              429$          429$          429$          

12 40,000 12 1,500$              495$          495$          495$          

13 50,000 12 2,000$              660$          660$          660$          

14 60,000 12 2,500$              825$          825$          825$          

15 80,000 12 3,000$              990$          990$          990$          

16 100,000 12 3,500$              1,155$       1,155$       1,155$       

17 120,000 12 4,000$              1,320$       1,320$       1,320$       

18 140,000 12 4,500$              1,485$       1,485$       1,485$       

19 180,000 12 5,000$              1,650$       1,650$       1,650$       

20 220,000 12 6,000$              1,980$       1,980$       1,980$       

21 260,000 12 7,000$              2,310$       2,310$       2,310$       

22 300,000 12 9,000$              2,970$       2,970$       2,970$       

23 400,000 12 11,000$            3,630$       3,630$       3,630$       

24 600,000 12 13,000$            4,290$       4,290$       4,290$       

25 800,000 12 15,000$            4,950$       4,950$       4,950$       

26 1,000,000 12 18,000$            5,940$       5,940$       5,940$       

27 1,250,000 12 20,000$            6,600$       6,600$       6,600$       

28 1,500,000 12 23,000$            7,590$       7,590$       7,590$       

29 1,750,000 12 26,000$            8,580$       8,580$       8,580$       

30 2,000,000 12 30,000$            9,900$       9,900$       9,900$       

31 2,500,000 12 35,000$            11,550$    11,550$    11,550$    

32 3,000,000 12 43,000$            14,190$    14,190$    14,190$    

33 3,500,000 12 47,000$            15,510$    15,510$    15,510$    

34 4,000,000 12 50,000$            16,500$    16,500$    16,500$    

35 4,500,000 12 56,000$            18,480$    18,480$    18,480$    

36 5,000,000 12 61,000$            20,130$    20,130$    20,130$    

MATCHING BONUS POWER START 

BONNUS 



Example: 

 
If you want to qualify as a 2,000 GQP Supervisor with the 50% rule, the maximum points you 

can get from each team will be 1,000 QPs, so you must make another 1,000 QPs with other 

teams. 

Example: 

 
If you want to qualify as a 2,000 GQP Supervisor with the 40% rule, the maximum you 

can get is 800 GQPs, so you must make another 400 with a 3rd team. 

Important Concepts 

 
Periods 

At Ardyss the periods of qualification and payments are every 30 days. The period usually runs from the 

1st to the last day of each month. This may change if closing days fall on Sundays or holidays. 

 
Minimum Personal Required 

(It entitles you to earn commissions). 

The minimum personal required for each Distributor is 100 PQP per month. (See the Unilevel Bonus 

chart). In addition to making an order, you must meet the administrative requirements of each 

country to collect your commissions. 

 

50% Rule 

The 50% rule means that you must develop your business with 2 or more teams as downlines 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

40% Rule 

40% Rule means that you need to develop your business with 3 or more teams as downlines. 
 
 
 

 

Qualification Points and Value Points: 
 

The company has 2 types of points associated with each product. Qualification Points (QP) and Value 

Points (VP). QPs, as the name implies, help you to qualify in your rank, bonuses, Power Start and 

promotions. Value Points are used to calculate residual income such as Express Bonus, Unilevel 

Bonus and Generation Bonus. 



Personal Points and Group Points: 
 

Personal Qualification Points (PQP) represent the purchases you make on your ID. Group 

Qualification Points (GQP) represent the total Personal Qualification Points generated by the 

entire group in your organization. 

This amount determines the total production of your organization, which in turn determines your 

rank in Ardyss 

 
Ardyss Prime 

 
Becoming an Ardyss Prime member gives you the right to enjoy benefits that other Distributors 

do not have, such as discounts on your shipments, access to purchase products with additional 

discounts, and advantages in the compensation plan. To be part of the Ardyss Prime group you 

must schedule your Recurring Order with at least 100 Qualification Points on Nutritional 

Products. The first month you schedule your Recurring Order your Ardyss Prime membership 

is free, however, to remain active, your order must be successfully executed month to month. 

 

 

 

 



 


